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To Our Children
These days humanity is building “the new railroads” for a modern space age revolution that will
create a sustainable space economy for both life on earth and beyond. The Space Tech Summit
2022 will host together some of the world’s leading experts, entrepreneurs, developers and
engineers in one place –May 12th, Expo Tel Aviv.
Learn about a wide range of new technologies and business opportunities, ongoing trends and
the emerging applications of the space economy. This is no longer a governmental industry; This
privatization of the space industry will impact human lives on a global scale. This is an event you
don’t want to miss. Be part of the conversation that will change life as know it, and what it would
takes to shoot for the stars, literally.

Agenda
1. The SpaceTech Summit opening (TYPE5)
2. Trillion Dollar Space Market (E&Y)
3. Space Technology | Enabling Future Space Missions(NASA)
4. RAKIA Mission Second Israeli in space (IAI)
5. Quantum leap (Microsoft)
6. Quantum panel discussion
7. ClimateTech utilizing space
8. The future of health – Naveen (Viome)
9. Deep tech challenges (Aharon Ahraon)
10.The Future of Internet
11. Airborne transportation (PenTaxi)
12. SpaceTech Pitch Awards (Powered by TYPE5)

Summit Sessions

#1

The SpaceTech Summit Opening

Will Israel Start Up Nation DNA will lead the next hi-tech boom in
aerospace, turning us into a Space pioneer nation?
What challenges will we face in Cyber security, Automation, Robotics,
BioTech and Energy in order to make space a sustainable economy?
With the US Space Force, Recent geopolitical events and the Artamis
accords signing from Israel; What is next on the roadmap for the
space paradigm shift. With second Israeli in Space and SpaceIL next
mission, how can the HiTech train become part of this global
paradigm shift.

#2

The Trillion Dollar Space Market
Will declining launch costs, advances in technology and
rising public-sector interest position space exploration as the
next trillion-dollar industry?

~ “The revenue generated by the global space industry may
increase to more than $1 trillion by 2040”.
Morgan Stanley
Speakers from
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#3
Space Technology,
Enabling Future Space Missions
Technology enables the exploration of our solar system and the universe. As
NASA embarks on its next era of exploration, it is focused on advancing
technologies and testing new capabilities that span a range of disciplines and
technology readiness levels. Investments in revolutionary space technologies
will enable the landing of the first woman and person of color on the Moon,
the discovery of new worlds outside our solar system, as well as enrich the
lives of people on Earth with continuous monitoring of the Earth and the Sun.
Speakers from

#4
RAKIA Mission Second
Israeli in space (IAI)

Head of Innovation, Systems,
Missiles and Space Division
Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. (IAI)

Eytan Stibbe took off on an historic mission in the
International Space Station. This mission is an
opportunity for breakthroughs in dozens of Israeli
technologies and scientific experiments in space, a
chance to advance education and the arts in Israel.
Speakers from
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#5
Quantum leap (Microsoft)
•

Intro to Quantum computation by Dr’ Tomer Simon, CSO, Microsoft R&D, Israel

o The Microsoft Quantum team innovates across every layer of the quantum
stack, from software and applications to control and devices. This includes
the pursuit of fault-tolerant topological qubits that scale towards a
general-purpose quantum computer. Quantum computing is a type of
computation that harnesses the collective properties of quantum states,
such as superposition, interference, and entanglement, to perform
calculations. The devices that perform quantum computations are known
as quantum computers.
Speakers from

#6
Quantum Panel
From cyber security to sensing and software , What's more, quantum simulations
could also be able to replace laboratory experiments, reduce the cost of research and
even minimize the need for human and animal testing. Quantum computers could
bring huge potential benefits to the financial sector — from deeper analytics to new,
faster trading possibilities.
o Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a secure communication method which
implements a cryptographic protocol involving components of quantum
mechanics. It enables two parties to produce a shared random secret key known
only to them, which can then be used to encrypt and decrypt messages. It is
often incorrectly called quantum cryptography, as it is the best-known example
of a quantum cryptographic task.
Speakers from

#7
ClimateTech utilizing space
‘Climate Change Heroes – Can Space-based Technologies Answer our Climate Challenges?’
Space-based technologies are surprisingly critical in impacting our ability to combat climate change on Earth, and Israeli innovators are up
for the challenge! This panel brings together a select group of Israeli space scientists and innovators to discuss the next wave of space-based
solutions that can help address climate challenges – from utilizing space-based data for monitoring climate change and predicting and
managing extreme weather events, to improving agricultural practices and food supply chains, identifying environmental harmful activities,
and adapting space use technologies to new terrestrial use-cases that can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Moderator: Yael Weisz, the Climate Tech Sector Lead at Start-Up Nation Central
Panelists:

•Dr. Anna Brook, lecturer in the Department of Geography and Environmental Studies at the University of Haifa, and head of the Spectroscopy and Remote
Sensing Laboratory
•Jonathan Geifman, Co-Founder and CEO of Helios
•Ariella Charny, COO Albo Climate – carbon sequestration monitoring
Investment in climate tech is continuing to
•Prof. Daniel Rosenfeld, Scientific Advisor, Terra Space Labs
show strong growth as an emerging asset class,
•Roi Shilo, CTO PlanetWatchers
with a total of US$87.5bn invested over H2 2020
The main goal of the panel will be to reach a few conclusions about:
•‘What are the climate change challenges that can be addressed using space-based technologies?’
•‘What use-cases are currently being addressed via Israeli space-based technologies and companies?’
•‘What are the advantages and disadvantages of developing a space-based venture in Israel?’, ‘What
needs to be done to strengthen the Israeli space-climate ecosystem and expand the pipeline of
innovation?’

and H1 2021 (second half of 2020 and first half of
2021), with H1 2021 delivering record investment
levels in excess of US$60bn. Arguably the
greatest innovation challenge humankind has
ever faced is staring us in the face: the world has
ten years to halve global greenhouse gas
emissions until 2050 to reach net zero. In the past
years we saw how the climate tech solutions
critical to enable this transformation are
attracting growing investor interest.

#8

Deep tech challenges (Aharon Aharon)
Deep technologies will be used to describe new companies,
start-ups and disruptive companies that rely on highly
innovative technologies. The most popular areas for focus in 2021
have included artificial intelligence, the blockchain, virtual and
augmented reality, and tokenization. Deep tech is poised to
transform the economic playing field.
Speakers from Former Apple

#9
Metavesre – The Next Internet
The metaverse could potentially use virtual reality,
or augmented reality as we know it now, to
immerse users in an alternate world.
On the internet, we’re always interacting with
something — be it a website, a game, or a chat
program that connects us to our friends. The
metaverse takes this one step further and puts the
user in the middle of the action. This opens the
door to stronger, more realistic experiences that
simply browsing the web or watching a video fail to
evoke very often, if ever.

#10
Airborne transportation
(PenTaxi)
Flying taxis will happen; it’s a question of
‘when,’ not ‘if’”
What new modes of air transportation will
exist in 2030? Could eVTOLs replace cars by
then? Will passenger aircraft be piloted or
autonomous—or somewhere in between?
Speakers from

PenTaxi
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#11
SpaceTech Pitch Awards
(Powered by TYPE5 VC)
SpaceTech Summit is the leading conference for the aerospace technology
industry, that gives you a masterclass opportunity to share your vision.
Working closely with mentors from top Israeli VC’s and storytelling experts, we will
help you sharpen your speech for the Summit, the event where you stand on the
center stage, in front of the most influential people in the Space industry in Israel
from abroad, The event will be viewed by multinational viewers online.

08:00-09:00 Registration | Morning Gathering
09:00-09:20 The SpaceTech Summit Opening

Lunch Break

12:35-13:35
13:35-13:45

The future of New Space

13:45-14:30

ClimateTech Utilizing Space

Dani Kushamaro | Einat Berkovitch & Lior Herman, TYPE5

09:20-09:50
09:50-10:10

The Trillion Dollar Space Market
EY, ISP ) Swiss) TYPE5 VC

RAKIA Innovation in Space

Inbal Kreiss Head of Innovation Israel Aerospace
Industries Ltd. (IAI) |

10:10-10:25
10:25-10:50
10:50-11:30

11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00

Dr. Tomer Simon, Microsoft

Innovation Authority

15:00-15:30 Deep Tech Challenges

Aharon Ahraon (Former GM, Apple)

15:30-15:45

Coffee Break

15:45-16:15

Tech Readiness of Space Missions

16:15-16:30

Micro Gravity Economy of Scale

Moti Peer, ReBlonde

Quantum Panel Discussion

Idan Keinan & Nitzan Livneh, QunatLR | Paz
Shakroka & Yuval Yacobi, Qubit

Yossi Yamin, SpacePharma

Israel Space Agency
Ori Oron, CEO, ISA

Flying Car | Airborne Transportation
Yair Dubester, PenTaxi

12:00-12:15

Aerospace Satellites and ITC

12:15-12:35

Space Technology | Enabling
Future Space Missions

Arie Leizer, ISI

Eliad Perez, NASA

Helios, StartUp Nation

14:30-15:00 SpaceTech Investments

Coffee Break
Quantum Leap

Raz Itzhaki, NSL

16:30-16:40

Israel SpaceTech 2030

16:40-17:30

SpaceTech Pitch Awards
(Powered by TYPE5)

Ran Livne, CEO Ramon foundation

17:30-19:30 Amazon (AWS)

Hands on session (Space & Satellite)

Sponsorship & Content: Ortra +972-3-6384493
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